I love to share with people my experienced about my journey to pass the exam. I want to say there was no short cut and never never never give up.

English is not my mother tone, read those regulations is like read some words put to gather but doesn't not make a sense at all. But I decided I want to be a customer broker, and bite my teeth and do it. This is my 6th attempts!!!!!!

But I was lucky enough to find you, I mean LTS! Before this I brought DVD from the other program (my first time), I was fail miserable! There was no person answer the phone and the instructor said everything is very easy..... not enough care and updates.

Then I found LTS, all of you are very friendly on the phone and e-mail, the materials is complete and always up today. Especially, you MS Joan you are like Mom to take care us and remind us encourage us, (I specially enjoy all the humors from the materials).

And most of all, you are very kind to me when I failed again and again, and make me feel like it is ok to fail a couple times. I admitted I been study but all the interaction from the school is very essential to me during the preparation of my exam. I own you lifetime gratitude's.

Hope you understand my Chinglish, my next project is to take course for English writing skill.

Hope LTS a prosper future! I will continues endorse the school, One of the Best !!!!!!!!

**Note: This student passed on her sixth attempt!**